Organization and dynamics in micellar structural transition monitored by pyrene fluorescence.
Structural transitions involving shape changes play an important role in cellular physiology. Such transition can be induced in charged micelles at a given temperature by increasing ionic strength of the medium. We have monitored the change in organization and dynamics associated with sphere-to-rod transition of SDS micelles utilizing pyrene fluorescence. We report here, utilizing changes in the ratio of pyrene vibronic peak intensities (I(1)/I(3)), the apparent dielectric constant experienced by pyrene in spherical SDS micelles (in absence of salt) to be approximately 32. Interestingly, the apparent micellar dielectric constant exhibits a reduction with increasing NaCl concentration. The dielectric constant in rod-shaped micelles of SDS (in presence of 0.5M NaCl) turns out to be approximately 22. To the best of our knowledge, these results constitute one of the early reports on polarity estimates in rod-shaped micelles. In addition, pyrene excimer/monomer ratio shows increase in SDS micelles with increasing NaCl concentration. We interpret this increase due to an increase in average number of pyrene molecules per micelle associated with the sphere-to-rod structural transition. These results could be significant in micellar drug solubilization and delivery, and in membrane morphology changes.